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(NSCC),
established in 1976, is the nation's leading provider of
centralized clearance, settlement and information services
for equities, bonds, mutual fund and annuity transactions
to lllore than 2,000 brokers, dealers, banks, mutual funds,
insurance carriers and other financial organizations.
NSCC's affiliates and subsidiaries each support a unique
segment of the financial services industry, but share a common
charter: to deliver high, quality, innovative systems and
services that standardize, centralize and automate post, trade
processing activities, and increase efficiency, reduce risk, lower
costs and foster the financial industry's continued growth.

(GSCC), an affiliate, clears and settles a broad range of
u.s. Government securities, including Treasury bills, bonds,
notes, zero coupon securities and repurchase agreements.

(MBSCC), an affiliate, is this market's
sole provider of clearance, settlement and electronic pool
notification services for mortgage,backed securities.

(ISCC),
a subsidiary, provides clearance and settlement services to u.s.
brokers trading in overseas markets. ISCC also promotes the
development of global standards for trade processing, reporting,
settlement and custody.

(EMCC),
an affiliate, is the latest clearing corporation to be established.
It provides trade matching, clearance and settlement services
to global dealers, interdealer brokers and correspondent
clearing firms involved in emerging market debt instruments.
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, operational solutions. Our activities in 1997,

To

we believe, have established a post-trade
say we live in interesting times is

perhaps an understatement. A ll aro und we
see change occurring at breakneck speed.
Change in the way markets operate.

During 1997, the national clearance and
settlement infrastructure demonstrated once
again its ability to handle large swings in

Change resulting from merger and acquisi-

trading volume. On a single day las t October,

tion activity in the financial community,

NSCC processed in excess of six million

which is redefining the players and how

transactions, reflecting a record two billion

their processing needs will be met. Changes

share trading day, without disruptions.

in technology, which are revolutionizing

To Our

processing road map for the new millennium.

Overall, volume at NSCC las t year

financial se rvices. Change in the

was up significantly and compared with

globalization of markets that requires us to

the past two years, average daily transaction

overcome processing obstacles inhibiting

volumes have doubled. The combined

the settlement of cross border trading.

trading volume from the NYSE, Amex

and Nasdaq ran at a billion shares a day
At NSCC, the next centu ry is already
here. We have to stay ahead of what we see

David M. Kelly (lefc) Melvin B. Tc:/Ub

for nearly 90% of the trading days in 1997 .
Transaction volume growth has produced

as the "curve of change," anticipating and

record reve nues , up 16% ove r 1996. As

responding to trends, being prepared to

always, revenue in excess of expenses is

support new financial products, and ever

returned to o ur participants in the form

mindful of our responsibility to develop

of disco unts, which in 1997 were 61 % on

highly fle xible and reliable technology and

discountable se rvices. While revenue was up,
we maintained what we believe to be sound
fiscal management of NSCC's activities.
As we closed the book on 1997, the Board
approved a 20% reduction in prices. These
reductions represent an approximate fee
reduction

to

the industry of $30-3 5 million.

Anticipation and planning are ingrained
in the cu lture of NSCC. An example of this
is our ongoing preparation for Year 2000.
We've pursued an aggressive strategy that
includes giving the industry the option of
using six or eight digit formats, to lessen
the burden on firms in preparing for the
conversion. We've commun icated extensively
through seminars, newsletters, importam
notices and even a special Internet site to
reach a state of readiness. Further, we've
worked to ensure coordination between
industry utilities and the marketplaces.

7

products and broaden participation to
banks, mutual funds, trusts and other finanWe set a goal to be ready for testing by
mid-1998. We are confident about achieving

cial institutions, as well as broker/dealers.
We continued to address some of the

We've provided highlights of GSCC
, and MBSCC activities in this annual report.

this target and having the Year 2000 transi-

remaining Vision 2000 objectives. First, we

Each of these organizations provide more

tion go as smoothly as the move to T + 3.

successfully brought over to NSCC 15 fimls

detailed information in separate reports

In preparing for the next century,

and 20 specialists following the decision by

to their members.

NSCC has been working closely with

the Philadelphia Stock Exchange to exit the

the marketplaces to address a range of

clearing business. Second, we've established

able credit for helping us keep up with the

processing issues, including the move to

plans to migrate our New York Window

pace of change. Their experience and skill

decimal pricing, changes to support trade

operation to The Depository Trust Company

provide us with valuable insight, guidance

date matching, elimination of redundant

(DTC). Since 1993, the Window has been

odd-lot processing and the development of

very successful at centralizing the processing

capabilities to support index-type products.
In addition, we've focused our efforts
on providing connectivity between

, of non-DTC eligible physical securities,
immobilizing certificates and saving significant dollars in fixed costs. It now makes

manufacturers of financial products and

, sense to merge the operation with DTC and

services and their distribution channels.

expand those savings to more participants.

Two significant efforts this past year have

In the area of risk management,

been the introduction of our services to

we've strengthened the technology tools

support Defined Contribution Clearance

and staffing needed to monitor firm trading

and Settlement (DCC&S) and our Annuity

activity and amended our rules to increase

Processing Service (APS). Working closely

: our requirements for member capitalization

with mutual funds, banks, broker/dealers,

and collateral on the trading of less liquid

insurance carriers and trade groups like

issues. Broadening our capabilities here

the Investment Company Institute and

will continue to be a high priority in 1998.

the National Association for Variable

On the international front, we're pleased

Our Board of Directors deserves consider-

, and support in running our businesses, as
well as in building industry consensus. We
are grateful to them and their firms for the
time and effort they commit to our mission.
Over the years, NSCC has had a
, very positive working relationship with
, DTC. This relationship is now taking on
, new dimensions as we expand services and
identify new synergies.
We were pleased to formally recognize this
, new collaboration with the appointment of
Bill Jaenike to our Board, and with Dave Kelly
joining the DTC Board.
We'd also like to congratulate Charlie
, McQuade and all the employees of SIAC
on their 25th Anniversary. More than a

Annuities, NSCC is looking to automate

with the SEC's approval of the Emerging

facilities manager, SIAC has been a close

and streamline the post-trade processing

Markets Clearing Corporation (EMCC),

working partner to NSCC and an important

of these instruments.
Our DCC&S service will automate

, which started operation in April 1998
with Brady bonds. EMCC will automate,

contributor to the industry.
We regret that two of our senior execu-

and streamline the processing of 401 (k)

centralize and guarantee the cross-border

tives, Bob Schultz and Marv Koehler, have

and other defined contribution activity,

trading of these debt instruments, which

, announced their plans to retire in 1998. Each

providing expanded communication

will substantially reduce market risk.

capabilities among plan administrators,
trustees and mutual fund families.
NSCC's APS service will provide a full
range of processing solutions, first allowing
for the exchange of information between

In addition to record breaking volumes,
both the Government Securities Clearing

Corporation (MBSCC) have taken

this organization with their professionalism,

, innovative steps this year to broaden their

product on commissions, positions and

continuing to expand its repo service

money settlement. Expanding APS in 1998

offerings, providing added support to the

will add the purchase and redemption of

financing of the industry. MBSCC has

annuity contracts and premiums.

pushed to broaden the involvement of

Service (ACATS) by year-end 1998. The
enhanced system will include more financial

And finally, we want to express appreciation to our employees, who distinguish

traditional participant bases. GSCC is

Automated Customer Account Transfer

and dedication-and we wish them the best.

Corporation (GSCC) and MBS Clearing

insurance carriers and marketers of the

Plans are set to introduce the new

of them has served NSCC with distinction

institutional players in the mortgagebacked securities market.

high standards and commitment to NSCCand the industry.

, Melvin B. Taub,
Chairman of the Board

·~~Il:,m~

President and Chief Executive Officer

A Peak DayOctober 28 , 1997
$292 billion

6,164,000
transacr.ion.s

processed

$ 134 bilJjon
A<lerage daily
wltle of
transaccions

se,tled

2,576,000
Average daily

w ltlmeof
transactions

processed

A peak Volume Day
in 1997 compared wi,h
NSCC's Daily Average

Wilson Sn yder

President,

Lewco Securities
Corporation
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L as t Octobe r, an historical threshold was

'5

passed when volume in all marketplaces

~
~

exceeded two billion shares traded in one day.

~

The significance of this event was heightened

~ to ensure its participants were Year 2000

by the seamlessness with which it passed.

.~!; compliant, offering firms flexible options like

And once aga in NSCC demonstrated that

J;

a
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In 1997, NSCC launched a major effort

using six- digit or eight-digit date formats, an

~

rega rdless of the unpredictable spikes in
volume that can occur, the national clearance

.§i 18-month-long testing period, extensive train-

.z

and settlement system had the capacity to
support trading markets.

ing seminars, and access to infonnation and
new file fonnats over the Internet. NSCC is

, working very closely with participants on this
transition and is supporting extensive coordi-

O ver six million transactions were handled
by NSCC on October 28 with a total market

nation with The Depository Trust Company

value of $292 billion, compared to a daily ave r-

(DTC ), Securities Industry Au tomation

age volume of 2. 6 million transactions in 1997

Corporation (SIAC), the marketplaces, the

and an ave rage daily value of almost $ 134 bil-

SEC and the Securities Industry Association.

lion. Trading volume overall continued to grow

Firms will not have to support two different

in 1997, with ave rage daily transaction volume

record formats waiting for a single conversion

up 36 percent over 1996. N SCC reports

date. Once a participant has successfully

volume based on transactions processed by the

tested its Year 2000 applications, NSCC will

clearing corporation. In 1997, the average num-

immediately begin supporting that application.
During 1997 , N SCC worked closely with

ber of shares per transaction was 1,525 shares.
The industry took its final step to centralize

the marketplaces to address a number of pro-

all clearance and settlement activity for equity

cessing issues. We worked on system changes

and corporate bond transactions at NSCC this

to support decimal pricing. We played a key

pas t year, with the decision by the Philadelphia

I

role in NASD's efforts to move its Trade and

Stock Exchange to exit the clearing business.

Acceptance Reconciliation Service (TA RS)

By the fourth quarter of 1997, 20 specialists

to the Automated Confirmation Transaction

and 15 firms had been successfully converted

Service (ACT S). NSCC assisted the NYSE

to N SCC, either as direct members or thro ugh

in its move to eliminate redundant odd-lot

another member firm.

processing and reporting. We also expanded

We ensure there is
post-trade processing

Whether it's capacity planning for volume

our support for index-type products like the
Amex's DIAMON DS, a product based on
the Dow Jones Industrial Ave rage.

I

NSCC has set its sights on a new century

surges, transitioning the industry to T +3 or get-

with unlimited market-driven opportunities-

ting ready for Year 2000, anticipating and prepar-

and a confidence in its ability to support

ing for events is part of our culture at NSCC.

this growth .

concentrated positions that pose added risk to
the market. Toughening up standards has shown

NSCC provides three critical and unique

results in 1997, as

SCC was able to close out

se rvices to financial markets: the capacity to

W S. C learing, Inc.'s unsettled positions without

handle unpredictable spikes in trading volume, the

a loss, due almost entirely to increased collateral

guarantee that trades will be completed once they

that was collected under this new procedure.

have been received by NSCC and ac knowledged

This pas t yea r, NSCC has restructured and

as compared, and the netting (reducing) of total
trading positions requiring fin ancial se ttlement.

added staff to enhance surveillance of a firm's
, financial health, its trading acti vities and our

No thing can undermine the stabili ty and

management of the clearing fund. A significant

confidence in markets more than the threat of a

initiative was begun to create STA RS II , an

trading party defa ulting on its ob liga tions. This

integrated database that will provide twen ty-first

point takes on added significance considering

, century capabilities to calculate multiple

the volume and doll ar va lue of trading that

"what if" risk scenarios, integrate data from

occurred in 1997. NSCC no t only guarantees

other self-regulatory organizations (SROs)

we guarantee
will be completed
once they're
received by NSCC

and provide automated close-out capabilities
to assist in the event of a firm failure.
In add ition to managing risk,

SCC is work-

ing to ensure firms can effiCiently manage the
collateral they are required to maintain with
member SROs. NSCC's Collateral Management

trade completion, it has a rigorous surveillance

System (CMS) now allows member firtns to

and risk manage ment program in place to identify

view their collateral posted with all

issues of concern to market regulators and to

participating SROs. Work

monitor the financial soundness of member firms.

continued in 1997 on

While risk manage ment is an on-going effort,

CMS enhance ments

there we re several significant steps taken in 1997

that would allow firms to

in response to lessons learned following the demise

electronically move excess

of Adler Coleman Clearing Corporation and in

collateral among SROs.

preparation for increased trad ing activity in the

Preparing for the next genera-

next centu ty. First, NSCC adop ted new minimum

tion of risk management that will be

capital requirements, requiring firms to have

required if the industty decides to move to

$500,000 in excess net capital compared to the

g T + 1, NSCC has prompted-and is continuing-

previous level of $50,000. Thinly capitalized firms

?" an aggressive dialogue with its Board , the mar-

we re give n a fixed period of time to strengthen

eS

Et ketplaces and member firms on the issues associ~

OJ

their financial position or cease ope rating as a

Q ated with intra-day risk management. NSCC

d irect member. This effort complements previous

.~

~

recognizes that in order to maintain its guarantee

G

steps in 1996 to implement special margining

~" of trades, it must continually strive to minimize
. ",

of market maker-dominated iss ues and unduly

Z
10

financial risk associated with trade settlement.
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Netting Factor
for Peak Day, 1997
$292 billion

95%

Diane L. Schueneman

Senior Director Qnd
$ 16 billion

First Vice President,
Debt Qnd Derivatives Operations,

NSCC redllces or 1Iet5
lite lVliI/ llllmber

Men-ill Lynch, Pierce,

of jillllllcia / obligmioll5
TeL111iring ser rfemenr

Fenner and Smith, Inc.

I

N etting is a concept that is unique to clearing
corporations. By electronically reducing or netting

13
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t

down the number of trading positions requiring

c; intermediaries, not just between brokers. The

financial settlement, NSCC enhances the capital

~

efficiency of the firms it serves and protects safety

8 also reduce the number of days required to

-:=

new system, planned for rollout in 1998, will

~

and soundness in financial markets. Money having j;l transfer an account, have the capability to
:§

to change hands is dramatically reduced and

-g

handle the transfer of government and

2::

payments of obligations are settled in one wire

mortgage-backed securities and more easily

payment of funds each day.

identify foreign equity and debt issues.

The significance of netting is best illustrated

During 1997, we introduced the Participant

on a peak volume day like October 28. The value

Infol1l1ation and Efficiency Report (PIER) to

of transactions processed reached $292 billion.

over 180 firms. PIER reports provide firms

Through our Continuous Net Settlement (CNS)

with a benchmark of statistics on how their

system, buy and sell positions were netted down

operational performance in the use ofNSCC

by 95 percent, leaving $16 billion in obligations

services compares with industry averages.

requiring settlement.

Response to this information tool has been

By
down NSCC
enhances capital
efficiency and
lowers risk
NSCC also has a cross-endorsement
agreement with DTC for dual members, for

extremely positive and NSCC is working with
participants to enhance the content and
expand the number of services included. NSCC
is also supporting the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board's (MSRB) call for the reporting of trade infol1l1ation by municipal bond
dealers. NSCC has automated the mechanism
for delivering information on dealer-to-dealer
trades and time-oF-trade information that are
part of the MSRB's market surveillance efforts.
Since its inception in 1993, the New York

obligations covering both street- side and institu-

Window has saved millions of dollars for its 25

tional activity. This cross endorsement of debit

participating firms and served as a catalyst for

and credit obligations at both organizations further

further immobilizing certificates and expa nding

reduced financial settlement from $16 billion on

eligibility of securities at DTC. Plans have now

October 28 to $8 billion.

been established to merge the Window with

Streamlining processes and supporting greater

DTC's expanded branch and custody services

ope rational efficiencies is a hallmark of NSCC.

department. While NSCC looks to create

Our Automated Customer Account Transfer

innovative approaches to solving problems, it

Service (ACATS) is being revised to extend

does not look to perpetuate its involvement

ou r ability to transfer accou nts between brokers,

longer than is needed to achieve the economies

banks, mutu al funds, trusts and other financial

of scale and results that were intended.

Reflecting the gene ral growth in mutual
fund investing, post-trade processing for the
A s we approac h the next century, nowhere are the

purchase and redemption of mutu al fund

changes more appa rent than in the growing interest

shares through NSCC's Fund/SERV system

in retirement savings . And once aga in, after a

in 1997 jumped 48% to more than 111,000

decade of supporting expansion in the sale of mutu al

transactions daily. The ave rage daily value

fund shares through Fund/SERY, NSCC is now

of these transactions surpassed $ 1.3 billion

poised to facilitate growth in the industry's fastest

compared to $830 million in the prior yea r.

growing segment The launch of

defined contribution plans.

Sign ificantly, the number of mutual funds and

SCC's Defined Contribution

firms joining Fund/SERV continu ed to climb

Clearance and Settlement se rvice (DCC&S) in

to 40 1 funds and 278 firms, up 36% and 12%,

1997 provides new processing capabilities that will

respec tively. And no- load mutual funds, which

auto mate the purchase, redemption, transfer and

represented only a handful of participants

se ttlement of 40 1 (k) and other defined contribution

several yea rs ago, now number 170, nearly

transactions -

42% of all fund families using NSCC's

and streamline communication

between third party ad ministrato rs (TPAs), trustees

Fund/SERV and

and fund families. In add ition, banks will be able

NSCC also continues to work closely with

to access DCC&S either directly, as members of

DTC to support its links to our portfolio of

NSCC, or th ro ugh a link to this service for banks

mutu al fund se rvices. The DTC Interfaces will

who are members of DTC.

help facilitate access for their bank members

Interest in DCC&S has grown rapidly fo llowing

We

and recognizes the changing nature of who

a series of seminars in the summer given by NSCC

markets and distributes financial prod ucts.

across the country. This interest no doubt reflects

create

etworking se rvices.

etworking, a companion service to

the fivefold increase in defined contribution invest-

Fund/SERV that permits funds to share

ments, which now exceed $471 billion yearly.

customer acco unt infor mation electronically

effi c ienc ies by '
centralizing
communication
between mutua l
I
fu nd S ban ks and
broe
k rag e f Irm s~
~

c3

,

'

with brokers and other financial firms, also
grew substantially this yea r. The number of
sub -accounts supported by the syste m reached
nearly 27 million in 1997 , up 36%, virtu ally
doubling the number of sub -accounts in
Networking over the past two years.
Enhancements to NSCC's Mutual Fund
Profile Service (MFPS) continued in 1997 .
MFPS will now support both ISO/SWIFT and
new non- ISO messaging form ats for submitting

~

and obtainll1g daLly pnCing and dividend rate

·~

da ta.

.~
Z
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SCC also continued development

to extend MFPS' capabilities in 1998, as we
prepare for a new era of retirement investing.

Fund/SERV
volum e numbersave rage daily
transac tions
(in '/IOI""nds)
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Jack P. Kutner

President,
First Data Investor

Services Group (left )

William Smith

President,
Pioneer Services Cart). (center)

J. Charles Cardona

Executive Vice President,
Dreyfus Service Cart)· (righ t)

M ark Mackey

President and CEO,
National Association
for Variable Annuities (left)

Gretchen E. Wilson
Direct01; Annuities &

Advisor Services,
N ational Financial (rig/u)
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